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Social media has drawn together a group of international artists to New York for Aequitas, an exhibit of
art based on childhood experiences.
Artspace OSA in New York City and the virtual community of Second Life will host a joint exhibition of
international artists: paintings, digital work, and virtual world installations during the month of June
2009.
Artists can be a solitary lot but with the advent of virtual worlds and web 2.0 they are finding each
other and communicating in the way they know best: making and exhibiting art together. This
disparate group of artists, having never met face to face, nevertheless finds a common ground in
exploring their childhood for art.
Sowa Mai, also known as the artist Stephen Beveridge, conceived and planned this exhibit as an
extension of the relationships he had formed in the Second Life virtual world with artist/avatars from
diﬀerent time zones and cultural backgrounds.
The exhibit in Washington Heights, New York City will display paintings and digital work by the human
artists. An exhibit in the Second Life virtual world will consist of (art) installations and scripted objects
by the human artists' avatar counterparts. Both exhibits are based around the theme of mining
childhood experience for art.

Aequitas
Artspace OSA
June 1 - June 30, 2009
Reception Friday June 19th. 6:30-8:30
178 Bennett Ave @ 189th St, NYC
1 train to 191st Street | A train to

190th Street

Second Life Version
Caerleon Art Collective
June 26 - July 3, 2009
Reception June 26th. 6:30-8:30slpm
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Caerleon%20Art%20Collective2/108/48/24/

Artspace OSA is part of Our Saviour's Atonement Lutheran Church. With
Rev. J. Barrie Lawless the church building is an active hub in the community hosting music, poetry and visual art
as well as dance yoga and public meetings. The building is home to an ELCA Lutheran congregation with people
from many diﬀerent faith backgrounds. OSA is a Reconciling in Christ congregration, which actively welcomes
and supports participations of its Lesbian and Gay members.
The Caerleon sims were founded by Georg Janick, the SL avatar of Gary Zabel who has been teaching in the
Philosophy Department at the University of Massachusetts at Boston since 1989. Virtual Art Initiative is an
organization of artists, writers, musicians, and scholars who are using the immersive and interactive digital media
of such virtual worlds as Second Life to develop new forms of artistic content. Virtual worlds are computer
generated three-dimensional environments that allow people from around the globe to interact with one
another through “avatars” (digital bodies) and shape their environments, both individually and collectively, by
using graphical and programming tools. Those involved in the Initiative believe that virtual worlds are like
photography, cinema, video, electronic music, and so on in that they provide the opportunity, in the form of a
new technology, for radically innovative forms of aesthetic expression. Most of our work is done on the Second
Life virtual world grid, though some of us have worked in other virtual worlds as well, such as VastPark and
OpenSim.
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Banrion Constantine"
Detroit, MI

"Mirror,Mirror"
Mining Childhood. Childhood is about innocence, a simple
honesty and a literal worldview. This is the piece that came
to mind when I was trying to decide what I would send. I
tried developing a few newer works, but this very raw,
uncensored scribble kept nagging at me. Art is the visual
tradition of story telling. It is always more about the
unfolding, the developing tale, as opposed to the ending.

Dolls and toys are the usual archetypal
representation of childhood and it's
innocence. A doll head with it's intense
stare, a face void of expression symbolizes
one of examination and reflection. Using
more than one of the same image in
diﬀerent representations gives a certain
sense of fragmentation. The sign is resolve
-- "Keep Calm and Carry On". And the
drawing of a trapped, doll-like figure
embedded in the platform, with it's
ghostly haunting imagery, is fear, put
down and almost hidden underfoot.
How does this tie in with my other piece in
this exhibition? The piece being shown in
the NYC show, called "Mirror, Mirror" is of a
girl studying a faded reflection of herself in
the mirror while a horror looms overhead,
waiting. My intent was to create an
emotional connection between the two
works: the Second Life piece being an
emotional "mirror" of the first.
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CM Pauluh (Nebulosus Severine)
b. Hartford, CT, USA 1975

I am a visual artist who has worked with acrylic painting, ink
drawings on paper, and digital composition. Most of my recent
work has been created in the virtual world of Second Life, where I
have been exhibiting since 2005. I am drawn to New Media arts
and to virtual communities for their groundbreaking experimental
and interactive potential. My art, an extension of my
consciousness, is continuously evolving; it aims to elicit a visceral
response in the viewer or participant. I refer to the style of my
work overall as "chromotive," meaning that I am quite particular in my use of color to capture emotion & mood; I
create what I feel & perceive through observation and introspection.
My current, ongoing project is a collaborative Second Life gallery called Arthole, which I share with fellow artist
Steve Millar (Arahan Claveau).
The diptych 'Bending Trees' attempts to capture the essential, raw emotions of my lost childhood innocence by
combining symbolic imagery with abstract elements. It addresses the potent feelings of trauma, ostracism,
betrayal, separation anxiety, transformation, anger; and finally, newfound strength.

Summer Camp, 1985
I was a pretty sheltered, innocent, carefree child until I went away to summer camp when I was about 9 years old.
The two weeks I was away destroyed me emotionally; I was terribly homesick, and was completely ostracized
and rejected by the other kids in the camp (including my friend,
whom I had gone with specifically so that neither of us would feel
totally alone). It was really the beginning of a huge complex I still
have to this day over my fear of rejection. Obviously, I've come a
long way since I was 9 years old, but that experience with summer
camp traumatized me deeply. When I returned home, finally, I had
separation anxiety from my mother, and I had to go to therapy for
a long time afterward. I did end up a stronger person in some
ways, and my independent thinking & my resolve to fight and
stick up for myself grew as a result. So, for what it's worth, the
experience, though mostly bad, DID turn out to be positive in many ways, and really helped to make me what I
am today.
In this installation, I attempted to capture an experience I had every sunrise while away at camp. As I'd slowly
wake in my sleeping bag, for the first brief moments I would believe that I was home, in my own bed; and as I'd
fully gain consciousness, the horror of my situation would set in once again.
I have a recurring fear that perhaps the past 24 years of my life have been a dream, and someday I will wake up,
still in bed at camp.
Nebulosus Severine (CM Pauluh)
June 2009
http://chromotive.blogspot.com
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Dekka Raymaker /Andrew MacLachlan
London. UK
A Kitsch Father and Sons Competition – Butlins
Holiday Camp–1963, 2009

The was originally a part of an installation 'The
Church of Whoami' placed at Arthole Gallery in
Second Life. At the time of building this project
there was much discussion about virtual art on
3D platforms being kitsch, so my original
intention was to produce a statement on this
subject, but as the work progressed I realised
that the work was becoming more about myself
and my identity or for that matter anyones
identity in a virtual world. When I searched
through old family photos I rediscovered this
photograph and my thoughts were 'at 5 years old how could I have ever imagined what I would be
doing 45 years later'? So as the Kitsch topic was being discussed by persons within the 'art world', I
imagined that every child in that line up had grown-up and was now too involved in art in one way or
another and it was them commenting on whether virtual art was essentially Kitsch or Not.
In Second Life Dekka Raymakers works presently shown are The Church of Whoami, 2009 his first
major commissioned work for placement at Arthole Gallery, set up by SL artists Arahan Claveau and
Nebulosus Severine. The image in this exhibition taken from that installation, and Prim Soup, 2009
situated on a private sim that will open to the public later this year. Dekka is currently working on a
piece for the Odyessey Project, its working title being Psychotic Zoo, as well as showing work in
conjunction with Sowa Mai's Aequitas show at the Second Life cross-over exhibition. Other
installations shown outside of BiW include Adult Content Age Verification, 2009 at VLS and Fire sims,
and Skullduggery, 2008 at Roots sim.
Fear & Hatred in Rookley Close, June 2009
18 Rookley Close was my first home. This is the place
where I learnt what it is to be human, and fear from
being hurt, hatred of being scared and alone.
One of my first memories of fear was the memory of
falling from a stepladder in the back garden, it was
actually on grass, so it was more a thump rather than
any serious injury. In one of the pictures you can see
me climbing the stepladder from which I fell.
Some other time between the ages of one and five I
remember being on the otherside of the locked gate,
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to get back in I decided to climb over and then proceeded to toppled over the top, landing on my
head cracking it open, this was probably the first time I had stitches put in my forehead.
Also between these ages I recall waking up late at night, I woke up afraid and called for my parents,
there wasn't any reply. I made my way downstairs and realised to my horror I was alone in the house.
Somehow I found myself in the kitchen with a coathanger in hand, without thought and with pure
instinct I threw the hanger at the door, it shattered the glass which then brought my parents to me
who had just popped in next door.
In the other pictures, one shows me at the seaside with my left ankle strapped up and booted from a
very bad twisted ankle, but which I do not recall how that occured. In the other, a photograph I found
after making the main construction of this piece, shows both the back door and gate.
Dekka Raymaker (aka Andrew MacLachlan)

Beth Olds / Penumbra Carter
Marshfield Wisconsin

BA from Salem College, Winston Salem, NC, 1991.
Marshfield Wisconsin.
For this show I have sent a painting entitled "Snow". I read the
Brothers Grimm Fairy Tales as a child, and the tale of Snow White
seemed so humorous as well as outrageous to me. I decided to
paint a few versions of Snow White. This one came out with a bit of a
demented feel about Snow, not sure why :)

I had a favorite doll, during
the day I loved her, but at
night I would fear her at
times.
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Stephen Beveridge
New York USA

“Oor Wullie” is a cartoon character from the Sunday Post in Scotland. In a series of paintings he
represents Stephens childhood innocence.
In “Torn” one aspect of a divided soul drowns the other in a torrent of beer.
Stephen Beveridge is an internationally exhibited Scottish-born artist living and working in New York
City.
Stephen has had solo exhibitions in New York City at the Russ Berrie
Gallery and the Work of Art Gallery and in Southern California at Artists
by the Sea Gallery in Redondo Beach.
He has been part of group shows in New York City at SperoneWestwater Gallery, Sara Meltzer Gallery, and the Museum of Modern
Art.
Stephen regularly exhibits at throughout
New York City with a collaborative work
exhibited at the Metropolitan Museum of
Art.
A feature length film starring Stephen was
recently completed documenting the
performance exhibition at New York's Port
Authority September 2001. Stephen was also featured in The Tartan
Apple: The Scottish in New York City from the 17th Century to the Present,
a film by Harlan Douglas Whatley
http://artgrows.com, http://
sowamai.wordpress.com/
“growin up”
This piece ties in with “Torn”
in that it illustrates the two
aspects of character. I had
originally planned on using a
photograph of the younger me
in the center sphere and older
outside but the text was
clearer. In the virtual world the
center sphere is constantly
shifting is if trying to break
free from its constraints.
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David Ferrando

So What III
This painting is all about life, loss, recovery and
healing. At the age of twelve I lost my left eye and
not very long after that, my mother died.
For a visual artist eyes are important of course,
and they appear again and again in various sizes,
textures and shapes throughout
my work. Eyes can be powerful symbols of many
things, protection or guardianship and they have
also been called the windows to the soul. The
creation of art has always been a healing or
optimistic process for me and my hope is that this
positivity is passed on to the viewer.
50 x 50" acrylic and xerox on canvas, 2009 price
$1800

The Moment in which Energy turns to Matter
30 feet x 42", acrylic on paper, 1983

This monumental scroll painting was created when my thirteen year marriage had just
dissolved, dramatically and exquisitely painfully. It marked a temporary retreat from figurative
imagery, into an abstract realm of time, space and motion. I'd lost my mother to a premature
death at age 42. I was fifteen and attempting to cope with my violently unpredictable alcoholic
father. At that time, in that situation, my grief was necessarily submerged, in order to survive. It
resurfaced with a mighty vengeance 22 years later when our marriage ended. I recall extreme
self destructive and self blaming emotions...a dangerous place to be, living in upstate New York
with little support and only a few newly acquired friends. My studio was my sanctuary and
creation my salvation. I violently threw threw myself into art making with zero editing or
hesitation. This painting is one result of that period of my life. it was November 1983 and one
month later I moved to NYC with $200 and a beat up 1971 Ford Maverick.
...been here ever since.
David Ferrandoʼs work has also been repeatedly shown at the Metropolitan Museum in NYC
and is collected the world over. This artist, born in Indiana in 1946, has lived in New York since
1979 and spent a decade in Germany having studied at the State Academy of Fine Arts in
Stuttgart and was exclusively contracted to Gallerie Fuer Raumkunst.
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Mr. Ferrando's art openings have been documented on 35 mm film and distributed throughout
Germany and can be viewed on YouTube. The opening at the International Art Congress in
Stuttgart is included. His Opening in Reykjavik, Iceland was broadcast on Icelandic Public
Television.
He also writes poetry and short stories and has performed them in various venues in NYC
including poetry slams and art openings. He has received the BRIO Award (Bronx Recognizes
It's Own) for painting, and was artist in residence in Ulster County in upstate New York. Recently
Davidʼs work was included in the book “100 New York Painters” available at MOMA and the
Metropolitan Museum of Art among other fine booksellers.
David Ferrando
Aerart.com

Robert Garlick

New York New York

"Foot Falls"

Acrylic on Canvas 22" x 28"
This is an early memory of the artist as a child falling down a flight of
uncarpeted wooden stairs.
Robert Garlick studied Art at Rutgers University, lived in Europe a few
years, and returned to New York. He has shown in several small group
shows, a one-man show at Claire Dunphy Gallery, and has been a regular
contributor to the annual RING Garden Art Exhibit.

Elif Arat

Berlin , Germany
'Watch out the baby''
In the age of 3 i was almost drowning in a lake.
My mother's maternal instinct saved my life.
She noticed my absence, didn't listen to the other parents around
saying 'don't worry, be cool', peeled her cork sandals oﬀ and ran to
the boardwalk.
Seeing me gone blue in the face unconscious waterborne and
jumped into the water to rescue me...
2009 Das Herr Winkelhuber Stipendium München Painting
2009 48 hrs Neukölln / Berlin 'Integrationslaube'/ interactive
Installation

